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At the time of going to press, only
one championship trial has been held.
Congratulations go to to Me!! and my dear
boy 'Grad' WT.Ch. Romeno If Six Was Nine
as we were Tony Lockyer's winning team at
Wessex TD trial in Upottery. I would like to
thank everyone who has sent me congratulations. As many of you know I have had a
very difficult year so this win has been particularly precious to me. I thank everyone
who has been supportive whilst Grad and I
went through the mire together, now he at
least is showing that he is beginning to
recover from our losses. It is great to be back
amongst friends and we are looking forward
to the fun and excitement of being at KCC's
2006 with such a wonderful bunch of people.
Now I can go and buy that new dress!
With Judy on board taking on a lot of the typing I thought I would have more time available to train my dogs, however with this
heatwave it is nigh on impossible to do anything with them. Oh well, a good opportunity to wash and dry all the vetbeds I suppose!
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LINCOLNSHIRE GSD & ABTS CH
ASPADS WTS OP
OPEN TRIAL
Banbury & District DTS OP
Surrey D.T.S CH
Midland Counties OP
B.A.G.S.D

Anne Bussey
Assistant Editor
P.S. I never saw myself as a 'cover girl' but
Mark pulled rank (hate that picture!) on the
basis that I have, until now, evaded the front
page except in the group KC 2004 photo.
Sorry folks!

The opinions expressed within this magazine
are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff.
Written permission must be obtained for any
item to be reproduced whether in newsletters
or on the Internet. ©
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northerners, just the travelling time and
cost!!).

READERS LETTERS

LINDA BOWDEN

Following a divorce and several changes of
job, I have finally settled down again and my
contact details are now:-

FIRST (CATCH YOUR) PUPPY?

Downside, Wantage Road, Great Shefford,
Hungeford, Berks RG17 7DB

Arriving dead on time (instead of early as I
had planned) at my local Vets, I was asked if
this was my first puppy: "No" I haughtily
replied, and was about to give the number of
dogs owned, and mention decades of experience designed to impress, when I suddenly
had the wisdom and foresight to shut up!
(Yes, I know, I'm not often that self aware).

Tel: 01488 649864,
Mobile: 07850 643952
Email: ljburnells@tiscali.co.uk
Unfortunately I cannot compete at the
moment as I have a dog who is very reactive
to others, however I’m still willing to help at
trials (any job!) until I can get another decent
GSD. As now self-employed, if any Trials
Manager needs help at short notice, please
phone and I will try and help (preferably
south of Birmingham - nothing against the

The reason I was late and flustered for a simple Vet's appointment was that I had remembered the printed request prominently displayed in the Vets: All dogs to be held on a
lead. No problem, I thought, I'll dig out a soft
little puppy collar and lead for the dear little

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
August
8th
9th
12th
16th
16th
21st
29th
28th
September
2nd

Scottish WTS
CH
(Lauder, 29th August to 3rd September 2006)
North East Counties W.T.S.
CH
(Sedgefield, 8th to 10th September 2006)
Essex 2000
CH
(Chelmsford, 11th to 17th September 2006)
Yorkshire W.T.S.
OP
(Rufford, ends 10th September 2006)
ASPADS
OP
(Aberford, W/E 24th September 2006)
SATS
OP
(Nutley, 20th to 23rd September 2006)
East Anglian W.T.S.
OP
(St. Clements, 20th to 24th September 2006)
Poole
CH
(Linwood, New Forest 25th to 30th September 2006)
Avon W.T.S.
OP
(Felton, Nr Bristol, 6th to 8th October 2006)

TD WD UD CD Vet
PD UD CD
PD WD UD CD Vet
WD UD CD
TD WD UD CD
PD WD UD
PD WD UD CD
TD WD UD CD

TD UD CD

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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NATIONAL

DOG TATTOO
REGISTER
The NDTR has been providing an invaluable service to the dog
breeding and dog owning public for almost twenty years.
The tattoo and registration is the only method of ID to date that
cannot move, be removed or altered. The tattoo and registration
has numerous advantages over other forms of ID. It is a known
theft deterrent, it is visible and readable, and can ensure a
rapid response in the return of dog to owner.

WORKING DOGS ARE VALUABLE, DON'T TAKE RISKS.....

USE THE TATTOO, YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE!

ALL ENQUIRIES TO:
NDTR
PO Box 5720
Harwich
Essex
CO12 3SY
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web Site:

01255 552455
01255 552412
tattoo@dog-register.co.uk
www.dog-register.co.uk
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soul, to make his first experience of wearing
a collar, at the tender age of six weeks, an
easy one.

was the capability to bite the collar and my
hands at the same time. And if that failed he
could get a foot into the collar, either front or
back, and prevent me clipping it shut that
way.
Another rethink and I went to get some tasty
titbits. Puppy passed the food refusal test easily - biting the collar and lead was much
more fun than eating, and at a push both
could be done together with no loss of control, (on his part), of the collar. Tiring rapidly of this particular game because I seemed
to be getting my hands bitten with every single attempt, I had yet another rethink.
The Puppy was small (in size, not ego,) the
collar was small, my hands were getting sore,
so perhaps I would do better with something
easier to hold. I reached for one of the adult
dogs' leads, and talking gently to the little
demon, I tried slipping an adult lead over his
head. Stupid idea - he was delighted - a bigger target to bite and what's more it was
something that belonged to the older dogs, a
chance to steal one of their possessions! Lead
grasped firmly in his mouth he jumped up to
do a triumphant lap of honour with his stolen
swag, but at least I could prevent that by
hanging on to the rest of the lead which was
also festooned around him. Momentarily
stunned by being restricted for the first time
in his life by a lead, even if it was only
because he wouldn't let go of it, he stood still
at last and I quickly snapped the puppy collar
shut around his neck. Only a minute's work
saw him untangled from the adult dog lead,
persuaded to release the last bit of it from his
jaws and I picked the little brute up and carried him carefully out to the vehicle.

Collar in hand I approached Puppy slowly,
murmuring reassurances in a gentle tone.
Puppy watched, fascinated by this novel
approach but not deterred from his normal
attacking habits he instantly grabbed the collar and ran off. After he'd run round all the
rooms in the house at least once I started
shutting the doors behind him instead of trying to catch him. Trapped in the hallway,
Puppy resolutely gripped the collar while I
gently tried to prise it from his jaws. But
every time I got the collar out of his mouth
and tried to fit it around his neck it somehow
went straight back in the dear little creature's
mouth. It didn't seem to matter which way up
he was, in fact with his little fat hairy legs
kicking in the air he was even quicker at
grasping the collar than when he was (rarely)
the right way up. Talking quietly to him didn't seem to calm him at all; he was winding
up nicely to one of his really manic moods.
Okay, I thought, rather than tackling him on
the ground I'll get him up to an easier height.
Collar in hand, Puppy firmly tucked under
the other arm, I moved to the kitchen.
Placing him carefully on the work top I
attempted to fit the collar. I only just managed to grab one front leg and the diagonal
back leg to break his fall onto the floor as he
shot rapidly into reverse, with the collar once
again firmly in his mouth.
Rather shaken by this near accident I
returned to the carpeted floor of the hallway,
after a brief struggle removed the collar from
Puppy's mouth, and had a rethink. I attached
a lead to the collar and let the Puppy bite the
lead. He happily returned to his favourite
defensive position, upside down with feet
kicking and teeth biting everything within
reach. With a mouthful of lead I figured he
wouldn't be able to bite the collar therefore I
would be able to fit it easily - wrong! Even
with several loops of lead in his mouth there

Driving to the Vets gave me time for a final
rethink - ten minutes to fit a collar on a little
puppy - I'm getting too old for this game.
Thank God he's not my first puppy.
"An Older Handler"
(name and adress supplied)
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not the handler. Again perfect timing by
Jonathan rewarded the dogs correctly.
Throughout the day there were many discussions about the PD exercises and also
comments on the scoring and judging of
PD.
After a take-away on Saturday evening,
complete with 'Name the intro' music quiz
and
'The
Preston
Tilery
Pool
Championships', everyone retired to bed to
be ready for the busy day ahead.
Sunday morning started with a recap of
what was learnt the day before and bringing
the young dogs further on with blind
locates. It was amazing to watch these
young dogs take all this fun in their stride
and watch their confidence grow. The more
experienced dogs worked on the Recall
exercise. All with success - eventually!
After another fantastic lunch the afternoon
covered the 'Test of Courage' exercise, and
the search and escort exercises. To finish off
a fantastic weekend everyone had the
opportunity to cover an exercise of their
choice. Back to the barn for much needed
refreshments, continuing the question and
answer session, and the course was over.
The weekend was again a great success,
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone who
attended.
Huge thanks must go to Carole and Alan
Hall for hosting this weekend at their fabulous home. We were all made very welcome. Thanks must also go to the caterers
for the weekend: Suzanne Plumb, Linda
'early bird' Newbold and Pat & Dennis
Nelson. Linda also kindly put a sleeve on
when an extra criminal was needed.
Nothing more can be said about this weekend apart from one word - FANTASTIC.
Thanks Jean and Jonathan. It has got to
become a yearly event - surely??
JULZ FINDEISEN

CLUB FOCUS
NECWTS PD TRAINING WEEKEND
27TH & 28T MAY 2006
With Jean Cooke and Jonathan
It doesn't seem a full year since Jean and
Jonathan travelled the long distance to
Preston Tilery Farm in Darlington to run a
PD training weekend to raise funds for the
2007 KCC fund - and here we are again!
The weather didn't let us down, sunny and
cool all weekend, with one brief shower
which lasted 30 seconds!
Jean had a good variety on the course. There
were novice and ticket handlers, with young
dogs that had never seen a sleeve before to
dogs that are already competing in PD competitions.
Saturday morning started with a brief talk
from Jean about how she views PD and her
training methods which are all play related.
You do not need aggression to do man
work. Then out into the field to start some
training. The young dogs enjoyed playing
with bite bars and then were moved onto a
soft sleeve.
Now is the time to mention Jonathan the
'criminal'. He has so much experience; he
watches the dogs so closely and puts in so
much effort and encouragement just at the
right time. The more experienced dogs did
some chase and bite work, with improvements being made where needed. The rest
of the morning covered the location exercise, with the competing dogs seeing great
improvements and massive increase in confidence. The young dogs certainly enjoyed
the 'baby locates' with the important
groundwork being taught.
After lunch we went back outside for more
fun! The afternoon covered the search of the
criminal and hide, with a lot of focus on the
dogs paying attention to the criminal and
7

NECWTS Members Training/Testing
Weekend 17 / 18 June 2006

assisted by Pete (What a Good Steward)
Hodgkins. First Test was for up to TD (ish)
dogs, second Test was for up to WD (ish)
dogs, and third Test was for absolute
beginners, with no jumps involved unless
required
A good time was had by all, and lots of
good hints and tips were given for future
training, so here's looking forward to when
we can have the chance of another training
day. Thanks again to all those who gave
their time to help others.

Thanks to the generosity of Carol and Alan
Hall, our annual AGM was expanded into
a training weekend at their farm. With the
excellent services of Linda Newbold, Jill
Carruthers and Pete Hodgkins as trainers a
good turnout was anticipated and duly
arrived.
Weather - hot, hot, hot, all day Saturday.
But most important were the standards of
expertise and advice given by our three
trainers. All of the control exercises were
covered, as were the jumps, and we had a
wide range of dogs (and owners) for our
trainers to cover, from absolute babies to
TDEx. Also paramount was keeping the
dogs as cool and comfortable as possible,
and we found that Alan's cow washing
equipment worked equally well on
canines. The 'al fresco' lunches were great,
as were the continuous non-alcoholic (at
least during the day) drinks.- so it was a
relief when we had a few spots of rain and
the temperature cooled down a little about
the time of the AGM.
After the AGM and the Chinese meal it
was the battle of wooden cues as the pool
competition continued on from the PD
weekend, ending with a new pair of
Champions, We then retired early
(cough)!! knowing we were going to be
worked hard and very early the next day
On Sunday we had three tests set by Linda
(What a Nice Judge) Newbold, and ably

DENNIS NELSON
NEWS FROM THE KENNEL CLUB
MINUTES OF THE KENNEL CLUB
WORKING TRIALS LIAISON COUNCIL MEETING HELD ON 15 JUNE
2006
ITEM 3.
MATTERS ARISING /
RESULTS OF RECOMMENDATIONS
3.
Ballot for the Kennel Club
Working Trial Championships - PD Judge
2007
The Council noted that Mr Graham Reaney
was approved to judge the PD Stake at the
2007 Working Trial Championships.
4.
Host for 2011 Working Trial
Championships
The Council noted that Yorkshire Working
Trials Society had been approved to host
the Kennel Club Working Trial
Championships in 2011.
5.
Regulation Amendments
The Council noted all the Regulation
amendments, which had been approved
with effect from 1 January 2007.
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ITEM 4.
PROPOSALS FROM
SOCIETIES/PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS
6.
Proposed
Amendment
Regulation I19.c.-(9)

b.
The proposal was a result of the
discussion at the January 2006 meeting,
where Regulation I(A)3, Police Dogs progression through stakes was deleted. In
conjunction with this, the Council discussed whether the Regulation regarding
Service and Police judges should also be
deleted. It was agreed that any Serviceman
or Policeman wishing to compete under
Working Trials Regulations should do so in
the same manner as other competitors.

to

a.
Mr Chadwick, on behalf of
Yorkshire Working Trials Society, proposed the amendment to the above
Regulation. It was proposed to correct the
reference to the CD exercises, following
the amalgamation of Groups 1 and II. Mrs
Brooks seconded the proposal.

c.
Following a unanimous vote, the
Council recommended the following regulation be deleted, with effect from 1
January 2007:

b.
Following a unanimous vote, the
Council recommended an amendment to
Regulation I19.c.-(9) with effect from 1
January 2007, as follows:

Service and Police Judges are eligible to
judge UD Stake at a Championship Trial
provided they have qualified a dog WD
Excellent. They must qualify for approval
for other Stakes as above, except that those
who have judged all parts at Regional or
National Police Trials will not have to qualify as a civilian handler.
(Delete underlined)

FROM:
The names of the Judges. An announcement that if the entries in the Companion
Dog (CD) Stake exceed 20, a second Judge
may be appointed to judge the Group IV
exercises and the competitors notified
accordingly.
TO:
The names of the Judges. An announcement that if the entries in the Companion
Dog (CD) Stake exceed 20, a second Judge
may be appointed to judge the Group III
exercises and the competitors notified
accordingly.
(Amendment underlined)

8. Proposed amendment to Regulation
I(C)17. - Pursuit and Detention of
Criminals
a.
Mrs Baker, on behalf of Essex
Working Trials Society, proposed an
amendment to the above Regulation relating to the pursuit and detention of criminals. Mr Hines seconded the proposal.

7.
Proposed deletion of Regulation
I23.e.
a.
Mrs Baker, on behalf of Essex
Working Trials Society, proposed the deletion of Regulation I23.e.to ensure that
Police Officers progressed through the
Stakes in the same way as other competitors. Mr Cooke seconded the proposal.

b.
The proposal was the result of an
item raised under Any Other Business at
the January 2006 meeting. Mrs Baker
explained that there were concerns with the
existing Regulation, in that a dog could
stop a criminal from fleeing by "holding
him by the arm, knocking him over or close
circling him till he becomes giddy".
9

conditions. The "criminal" must continue
to attempt to escape and, if possible, should
do so through some exit or in some exit or
in some vehicle once the dog has had a
chance to catch up with him. The dog must
be regarded as having succeeded if it clearly prevents the "criminal" from continuing
to flee by holding him by the arm. If the
dog fails to make a convincing attempt to
detain the "criminal", it shall lose any
marks that it may have obtained under
exercise 14(a) or alternatively, it shall not
be tested on exercise 14(a) if that follows
exercise 14(b).
(Deletion underlined)

c.
A lengthy discussion took place
regarding this amendment. A number of
points were raised and discussed. The exercise involved the dog chasing the criminal
and stopping him. It was agreed that, the
dog should stop the criminal by biting the
criminal's sleeved arm. Discussion also
centered on how a dog should be marked if
a criminal fell, should the dog still attempt
to bite the criminal, although he was not
moving, or should the dog only bark. It was
agreed it would be at the discretion of the
judge, how to mark the dog, if the criminal
fell and the dog had not bitten
d.
The Council recommended
amendment to the above Regulation with 9
votes in favour, 1 against and 5 abstentions.
This amendment would be effective from 1
January 2007:

9.
Proposed
Regulation I(C)10.g.

Amendment

to

a.
Mrs Brooks, on behalf of Mrs
Reid, a private individual, proposed an
amendment to the above Regulation. The
council was advised that the heights in the
Agility Regulations had changed to the
same as FCI heights, the proposal would
ensure the heights for dogs would be the
same in both disciplines. Miss Carruthers
seconded the proposal.

FROM:
The "criminal" (a different one for choice)
and handler should be introduced as above,
and the dog sent forward under the same
conditions. The "criminal" must continue
to attempt to escape and, if possible, should
do so through some exit or in some exit or
in some vehicle once the dog has had a
chance to catch up with him. The dog must
be regarded as having succeeded if it clearly prevents the "criminal" from continuing
to flee, either by holding him by the arm,
knocking him over or close circling him till
he becomes giddy. If the dog fails to make
a convincing attempt to detain the "criminal", it shall lose any marks that it may
have obtained under exercise 14(a) or alternatively, it shall not be tested on exercise
14(a) if that follows exercise 14(b).

b.
The Council discussed the proposal and could understand Mrs Reid's concerns, that she would like the Working
Trials height regulations to match those for
Agility. The Council agreed there was no
necessity to have the same heights as agility as these had not corresponded prior to
the agility changes.
More
c.
Following a vote of 3 in favour,
10 against and 2 abstentions,
the Council did not recommend approval of
the proposal.

TO:
The "criminal" (a different one for choice)
and handler should be introduced as above,
and the dog sent forward under the same

10.
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ASPADS Working Trials Society

a.
Mr Harvey, on behalf of ASPADS
Working Trials Society, proposed an
amendment to the financial support given
by the Kennel Club to the Kennel Club
Working Trials Championships. Mrs Webb
seconded the proposal.

Working Trials Society, proposed the deletion of the above Regulation, as societies
found it impossible to enforce. Mr Riste
seconded the proposal.
b.
The Regulation stated that if a
spectator brought a dog to a Working Trial
then they may be admitted, on the condition that the owner signed a declaration
confirming the dog was free from disease
and was kept under proper control. The
Council noted this had been discussed at
great length but did not know how to
enforce it. Working Trials were held on
public land, where there were no fences or
gates and there was no way of controlling
the area.

b.
The Council was advised that the
Kennel Club currently donated £1000, and
Arden Grange, as the main sponsors,
donated £2000. The Council would like
this to be increased to £2000 from the
Kennel Club.
c.
The Kennel Club last increased its
contribution from £500 to £1000 in 1997. It
was noted that if helpers charged their
expenses it would cost considerably more
than £1000 to host the Championships.

c.
The Council recommended, following a unanimous vote, to delete
Regulation I28, with effect from 1 January
2007:

d.
The Council would also like reassurance from the Kennel Club that if the
main sponsor withdrew its sponsorship, the
Kennel Club would offer further financial
assistance.

No animal other than one officially entered shall be brought into precincts of
a Dog Show during its continuance, except
any dogs registered to assist the disabled,
or dogs required for educational or instructional purposes or by permission of the
General Committee.
However, at the discretion of the
show society, a dog brought to the show by
a spectator may be admitted into the
precincts of the dog show, with the proviso
that those in charge of the dog sign a declaration confirming the dog is free from disease and that the dog will be kept under
proper control at all times.
(Delete underlined)

e.
Following a unanimous vote, the
Council recommended the following proposal:
ASPADS Working Trials Society
proposed that the financial support given
by the Kennel Club to the club hosting the
Kennel Club Working Trial Championships
be increased to £2000. Also, that if outside
sponsorship was not available, the Kennel
Club would give further financial assistance.
ITEM 5.

DISCUSSION ITEMS

ITEM 6.
JUDGES WORKING
PARTY (WTOA)

11.
Regulation I28 - Animals allowed
at an Event
a.

12.
The Chairman gave a verbal
report on the continuing work of the Judges

Mr Harvey, on behalf of ASPADS
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Working Party. It was noted that over 200
people had passed the Regulation and
Judging Procedure examination since
2004. The need for a practical second seminar was being discussed and a meeting had
been arranged for the end of June for
Working Trial Presenters to discuss the
next step.

schedule to make it clearer for all concerned. The Council recommended that the
nominations procedure and the date and
time of the draw should be included in the
schedule.
ITEM 7.
KENNEL
CLUB
WORKING TRIALS CHAMPIONSHIP
JUDGES

13.
It was thought that the second
seminars would be aimed at judges who
had passed the Regulations and Judging
Procedure examination and wished to continue their development with the help of
some of their more experienced colleagues.
It was proposed that the seminars would be
split into three sections, Patrol Dog
Manwork, Control and Agility and thirdly
Nosework. There would be attendance certificates only, no examinations.

17.
A ballot for the PD and TD Judges
for the Kennel Club Working Trial
Championships 2009 was conducted at the
meeting and the result would be notified
with the January 2007 agenda.
ITEM 8.
MEETING

DATE

OF

NEXT

18.
The date of the next meeting
would be confirmed in September 2006 but
the Council was advised of the provisional
dates of

14.
The Chairman raised two topics
regarding 'nominations' and 'attendance' at
Bloodhound Trials. Mrs Edwards, representative of the Bloodhound Club
explained the nomination procedure, where
by a hound placed 2nd in a stake may
choose to compete in the next stake, where
nominations were allowed.

Thursday 18 January 2007
Wednesday 13 June 2007
ITEM 9.
NESS

15.
Mrs Edwards also talked about
attendance at trials. She explained that a
draw took place prior to a Bloodhound
Trial, with the time of the line and hound
running order advised to the owner and
printed in the catalogue. Competitors then
arrived approximately one hour before the
allocated time. This was to ensure that line
walkers were allocated correctly.

ANY OTHER BUSI-

19.
Complaints Procedure
Mr Chadwick, on behalf of the Yorkshire
Working Trials Society asked for confirmation of the procedure for complaints which
were not breaches of Regulations. It was
suggested that this procedure could act as a
discouragement to new judges. The
Council was advised that the complaints
procedure was there if it was needed.

16.
The Council discussed both items
and felt that there was little or no need for
change at present. It was agreed that it
would be more beneficial to recommend a
couple of changes to the layout of the
12

WORKING TRIALS REPORTS
LINCOLNSHIRE GSD & ABTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
10th -12th March 2006
Dunholme Village Hall,
Lincoln

STAKE: CD
Judge: LORRAINE WILSON
Steward: Jeff Poole

Dunholme,

First of all I would like to thank the
Society for the invitation to judge the CD
stake. Also Nigel Hines and all his helpers
at base.
Thank you Jeff for stewarding, I had a
great weekend, also the competitors for
accepting my decisions on the dog.
Well done to the 8 qualifiers, to those who
did not do it this time, a bit more work and
it will come.

TRIAL MANAGER’S REPORT

Another successful trial over and there are
several people to thank, so here goes.
Firstly, to Jan Sewell for being Trials
Secretary and looking after the base.
Thanks also to Bob, Annie and Jenny for
their help with the catering.
Grateful thanks to the farmers and the
groundsmen
at
the
Lincolnshire
Showground for letting us use their land;
without their generosity we would not
have a trial. Thanks also to the judges, for
putting on fair tests and for being such
good company over the four days; it is
much appreciated. To all our tracklayers
and stewards, you were brilliant as usual
and make my job so much easier
Once again, Malcolm and Joan Snowden
put several of us up at their house and special thanks must go to Joan, who was drafted in to judge the WD stake just 12 hours
before the trial started. She thought I was
joking when I met up with them on the
Wednesday night, but on my way over to
Lincoln had received a call from Joyce
Hudson to say that she had taken ill, so we
all mucked in to sort out a track pattern and
articles.
I hope everyone enjoyed the trial, although
the weather could have been a bit kinder to
us on the Sunday.

1st

J. Miller with FOXFOLD
CO'ALITION, X, dog, 100 points, Q.
Congratulations, this young dog was a
pleasure to watch. They worked as a team.
2nd
J Weaver with LENWORTH
BRYONY, Lab, B, 95 points, Q. Well
done, another good round. Sendaway let
you down today.
3rd
L Campbell with SELDOMSEEN
SHEP, WSD, D, 92.5 points, Q. Well done
to you both, one of the best sendaways of
the day.
4th
M Rogerson with STARDELL
HEBE, BC, B, 92 points, Q. Well done,
nicely handled, just your sendaway let you
down.
Also qualifying:

A Goodley with HOLLY COLLIE, 90
points
J Beverley with TRAJAN JAFFA, 84
points
B Draper with DECOYMANS PIPER
ICEMAN, 81 points
H Mercer with STARDELL INDI, 81
points

NIGEL HINES
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BRACOKELI, GSD, 179 pts
J Sayer with VILLAGE KING, GSP, 177½
pts
H Caird with BLACK HIPPOCRATES,
Lab-Ret, 177 pts
B James with TYTRI KAY, BC, 175 pts
H Holt with TRACKMOOR'S TOLKIEN,
GSD, 173 pts
P Pearce with WAGGERLAND KRISP,
BC, 165.5 pts
R Cahill with BAYRIVER AMBUSH OF
SALENZE, 171.5 pts
Qualified WD:
S Margreaves with SHADOWQUEST
ATTA BOY, GSD, 151 pts

Thanks again for a great weekend, all the
best to everyone in the future.
STAKE: WD
Judge: JOAN SNOWDEN
Tracklayers: Trevor Smith, Geoff Ball
Steward: Andrea Lynd

When Nigel, the Trial Manager, rang 12
hours before the first competitor was due
to report and said the WD judge was ill,
and wouldn't be coming, and I would need
to judge, I took some convincing that it
wasn't a wind-up. However, with such a
short time to prepare for 39 dogs, it was
full speed ahead to sort out a track pattern
and gather 39 sets of articles. I would like
to thank Malc and Bob for sitting in the
kitchen until 12 o'clock, helping to do this.
Thanks to Jan for running the base, Nigel
for making sure everything ran smoothly,
Trevor and Geoff for tracklaying, Andrea
for square laying and control steward, and
Bob, Anne and Jenny in the kitchen for
keeping us well fed.
WD ran over 4 days; the tracking ground
was fairly well grown winter wheat, the
weather was bitterly cold and windy, but a
good number of dogs completed the track.
I set up a straight-forward control round
and sendaway, which most dogs did well.
At the end of the trial I ended up with 11
qualifiers. Well done to you all.

STAKE: PD
Judge: ROY WILLIAMS
Tracklayers: Malc Snowden, Lol
Campbell, Andy Magyar
Square Stewards: Jim Sewell, Rita Shields
Control Steward: Malc Snowden
Criminals: Steve Lancashire, Tom Darby,
Simon Bainbridge, Andy Magyar.

Many thanks to Lincoln and also to Nigel
Hines for organising a good trial, and also
thanks to Nigel for finding a very good
Bed & Breakfast - it was a lovely place.
Thanks to Jan Sewell for sorting out the
base and also many thanks to the tracklayers, control and PD steward. But a big
Thank You must go to the criminals - they
were some of the best I have ever worked
with.
Also many thanks to Mick Tustain with
Jotenheim VIP for having such good control of his dog on approaching the track.
As I was following behind him, I stumbled
forward, meeting up with a pair of dark
eyes.

1st
P Pearce with DUSTERS
RAGAMUFFIN, WSD. 188 pts
2nd
S McBride with STAFTLY
THUNDERBOLT, Lab-|Ret. 185 pts
3rd
L Reynolds with SARAMAK
DANCING DIVA, WSD, 180.5 pts
4th
L Davies with MISTER MISFIT
MONGREL, X-breed, 180.5 pts

1st
D Marchant - WAGGERLAND
MURPHY, CDEx - TDEx, Q 302

Also qualified WDEx:

M Leewindon with LETS BOOGIE AT
14

2nd
G Brumpton - WTCh JUST
WILLIAM, CDEx - TDEX, PDEx, Q 296
3rd
C Bourne - WTCh KAI'S KINDRED SPIRIT, CDEx - TDEx, PDEx, Q
292
4th
R Roberts - WTCh LITTLE
BART. CDEx - TDEx, PDEx

was the weather, very wet; nevertheless we
had some sparkling performances. Thank
you to Lewis Hosie for scribing for me
over the two days, your quiet friendly
approach seemed to put everyone at ease,
just what was needed to steady the nerves.
I set a straight forward test. For UD, I
started with the retrieve, then obedience,
sendaway and jumps, the same for WD,
but the send away was to cross poles in the
middle of the field. TD started with the
speak, then obedience, sendaway to the
cross poles and redirect to the wall perimeter. Generally the dogs were pretty good.
We had a mixed bag of not quite ready to
first class, but the pleasing thing was the
attitude displayed by the handlers, who
were very positive and up beat (even when
disappointed). Well done to you all. To
those of you who qualified congratulations, to those of you who failed this time,
keep at it and think of all the things your
dog did right!

Also qualified:

L Payne - SWEET ASSASSIN, CDEx,
UDEx, WDEx
M Tustain - JOTENHEIM VIP, CDEx TDEx
J Owens - FIRCROFT DOON, CDEx TDEx
P Morling - BASIL THE BOUNDER,
CDEx - TDEx, PDEx
J Poole - MANPOL ROBYN, CDEx TDEx
Best manwork trophy: D Marchant WTCh WAGGERLAND MISTER JAKE,
CDEx - TDEx, PDEx

* * * * * *

UD C&A
Mrs W Strang with VIKTOR AT
BALKELLO (WSD) Q 190.5. Well done
Wendy, steady throughout your round.
2nd
Mrs J Beaton with TRIALEX
NORTHERN LIGHT (GSD) N/Q 180.
Bad luck on the sendaway Jen, a young
dog learning his trade, nice to see.
3rd
Mr J McKay with CONADREW
VASKO (GSD) N/Q 174. Another young
dog. Not his day today, but it will come
Jim.
4th
Miss H Rajska with LOOK NO
CHANCE ENCOUNTER (BC) N/Q 170.
Just little bits and pieces Helen.
1st

ASPADS WTS
OPEN TRIAL
25th/26th March 2006
Auchterhouse, Dundee
TD WD UD CONTROL AND AGILITY
Judge: JOHN WATTS
Steward: Lewis Hosie

Thank you to A.S.P.A.D.S. Dundee for the
invitation to judge the Control and Agility
at this northern venue. Everything went
extremely well. Trials Manager Jim Jeffrey
and his team were spot on (Shirley and
Karen looking after the troops with a special soup menu, and Sheena and Joyce at
the base.) The only fly in the ointment

WD C&A
1st
Ms R Henderson with HUMBLE

BUMBLE BEE AT STRATHLEADER
(GSD) N/Q 182.5 Bad luck on the jumps
Rachel, but I like the look of him.
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2nd

ting me up in the 5 star Aynho “Hilton”
truly splendid and it made my life with 2
dogs in the van to look after so much easier. Your company and that of everyone else
staying there was great and we got to talk
about dogs and trials in the evenings and
didn’t bore anyone stupid.
A big thank-you to Shirley (DON’T CALL
ME SHELIA) for stewarding a consistent
round over all three days, as they say I
couldn’t have done it without you.
Apologies for my dyslexia and calling you
Shelia all the time, made everyone else
laugh though, especially when I got a good
thump for my mistake.
The weather was consistent over all three
days with cloud cover and periods of sunshine, the rain held off until leaving the
base on the last day.
Jane and her understudy Lynne were very
efficient at getting the scores sorted out
even with Jane’s breaks for cigarettes outside. We would have finished even earlier
on Sunday, but had a tie for first place in
UD, I blame this on Ray Lea the UD
Nosework Judge and I’ll bet he’ll blame
me in his report. Lucky you only live
round the corner Jane and was able to go
and get your young dog.
Sue, Mark, Jo and all the rest of you who
helped out with teas, coffees, cakes and
making my enormous breakfasts, thanks.
Always polite and nothing was too much
trouble, not just for me, but all the other
helpers and competitors alike. May be it is
just part of the Banbury espri de corps that
Banbury has because everyone who helps
genuinely does so willingly and with such
a passion. The “dirty meal” at the base on
Friday was great thanks again Sue and also
Pat for the sweets. The meal out on
Saturday evening was also superb.
The UD and TD rounds were both totally
different. TD commenced with a straight

Mrs
C
Ashworth
with
TWEEDSMILL LOCH TAY (FCR) N/Q
175.5. Have a re-think about your jump
training and you will take off!

TD C&A
1st
Mrs F Mitchell with RENDALE

ROBIN (Lab) Q 211. Second win in two
weeks, the score says it all. Good Luck in
ticket Fran.
2nd
Mr E Brown with DIVAS
DELIGHT (Lab) Q 210.5. Well done Ed,
another one ready for ticket.
3rd
Mrs A Anderson with SEAHAAR
SHELL (WSD) Q 205.
You appeared
cool calm and collected, Ailsa? Nice
round, well done.
4th
Mrs S Shearer with DREAGANTA DONN (BC) Q 194.5. A little work on
send away and redirect, nothing you can't
put right Sheila, Well done

* * * * * *
BANBURY & DISTRICT DOG TRAINING
SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
14th – 16th April 2006
The Cricket Club, Hinton in the Hedges,
Brackley, Northants.
STAKE: UD AND TD CONTROL AND AGILITY

Judge: Richard Cornwell
C & A Steward: Shirley Simpson
Thanks to the Banbury & District DTS
committee for inviting me to judge the
Control and Agility and for all the teams
who entered under me. Sorry for turning
you down last year.
Special thanks to Carla and Jeremy for put16

forward speak, then normal pace heelwork
which was in a curved pattern from top to
bottom around the jumps, followed by fast
and slow pace. The heelwork was mostly
of a high standard, but we did have a few
dogs breaking towards the jumps or handlers trying to wander off. However, the
biggest two faults were handlers talking to
their dogs and dogs lagging behind. Next
was the sendaway and redirect. From the
run out I wanted the dogs recalled and redirected across open land to the end of a
hedge. This was either done very well or
the handlers stopped themselves knowing
they had not yet trained for this. UD commenced with retrieve, which was performed in most cases very well. This was
followed by a simple heelwork pattern,
again generally this was performed well.
The sendaway was from a pole in the middle of the field towards the region of a
plastic bag in the hedge. There would have
been even more full mark sendaways, but
some dogs lacked control and ran back
towards their handlers.
The dogs generally performed well over
the jumps and not many were lost as a
result of failing to gain sufficient marks.
For the stays I asked the handlers to walk
out of sight behind a trailer and the time
was completed with the handlers out of
sight. I had no headaches with this exercise, but we did have dogs sitting up or
moving towards their handlers on all the
stays that were carried out.
Thanks to all the competitors for entering
and
accepting
my
decisions.
Congratulations to all those who qualified,
well done. For those who are now able to
compete in ticket good luck for the future.
Most of the rest of you were knocking on
the door with respect to the C & A part of
your test, but a small number of you really
were not ready or maybe you just had a

“bad hair day” like most of us do from
time to time. I really did enjoy the number
of new entrants to trials with some different breeds to those that are normally at trials.
STAKE: UD

1st
June Reid and ESSEX GIRL
(GSD). Q 194 After a run off.
2nd
Jane Webb and INSTINCTIVELY PIPPA (WSD). Q 194 Another Champ
in the making.
3rd
Bob Shropshire and STYPERSON OLIVER (Lab). Q191.5
4th
Jackie Weaver and LENWORTH
BRYONY (Lab). Q 191
Also Qualifying;
Eleanor Mestraud and WOLFHART
CASEY (GSD). Q 183
Carol Brooke and THEALEFARM
BROOKE (Lab). Q 181.5
Francis Stoneley and SPARKY OF WESSEX (WSD). Q 177.5
Kate Payton and JHAVA RUFINA CDex
(Rott). Q 169
STAKE: TD

1st
Tony Lockyer and DOUBLE
TOP AT HARTSHILL CDex, UDex,
WDex (WSD). Q 210.5 Another good performance from Gyp.
2nd
Angela Porter and CARIS
TYLER WOOD CDex, UDex, WDex
(Golden Ret). Q 206 Super C & A round.
3rd
Lesley Jones and LIVELY
CLIVE CDex, UDex, WDex (ESS). Q
205.5 Not easy to perform with such a
large audience.
4th
Hazel Burton and HAZTONS
BRIGHT STAR CDex, UDex, WDex
(BC). Q 204.5
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Also Qualifying:
Alan Ballinger’s DUSTER’S RAGAMUFFIN CDex, UDex, WDex. Q 203
Yvonne Fearon’s LAETARE BREAK
DANCER (BC). Q 203
Shelia Williams’ WAGGERLAND BRIG
(BC). Q 189
Fran Atkin’s BRONFYNNON BRECON
CDex, UDex, WDex (WSD). Q 179.5

got all 4 articles.
Well done to all the qualifiers, and good
luck in the future.
1st
Tony Lockyer and DOUBLE
TOP AT HARTSHILL, WSD dog. A very
impressive youngster. Gyp tracked very
accurately, and with huge enjoyment, and
was the only dog to get full marks for the
square. I'm sure he'll go far, in Tony's
capable hands.
N/w 97.5 / 30 / 35 Total 210.5 Q

TD NOSEWORK

Judge: JUDY MEEKINGS
Tracklayers: Penny Bellis,
Orchard
Steward: John Simpson

Tony

2nd
Angela Porter with CARIS
TYLER WOOD, Golden Retriever dog.
Charlie tracked very well and enthusiastically, with style and panache, a joy to
watch. A missed article in the square cost
first place, but I'm sure he also has a
sparkling future.
N/w 97.5 / 30 / 25 Total 206 Q

My thanks to Banbury DTS for the invitation to judge the TD nosework, and to all
the helpers who made the trial run so
smoothly. Carla leaves nothing to chance,
and every aspect of the event was superbly
managed. The team at the base were quietly efficient, the food was excellent, and
even the weather was kind. Thank you all
very much, especially Sue for the Friday
night meal, and Carla for the wonderful
accommodation.
Penny and Tony laid all the tracks accurately, and every competitor had an equal
chance, on well grown corn. John was
extremely conscientious with the squares,
and most dogs found at least two articles.
Many thanks to you all for your hard work.

3rd
Lesley Jones and LIVELY
CLIVE, English Springer Spaniel dog.
Clive is a stunning tracking dog, working
with great style and motivation, which
gave him the best track award. It'll be
great to see another Springer working in
Ticket - I hope you get your TDEx soon,
Lesley.
N/w 97.5 / 30 / 28 Total 205.5 Q
4th
Hazel Burton with HAZTONS
BRIGHT STAR, Border Collie dog,. Star
is well named, with a very nice track, and
then setting the fastest time for the square
- all four out in 1 min 20 seconds!
N/w 90 / 30 / 34 Total 204.5 Q

28 entered, 22 ran.
The standard of tracking was mixed, with a
few dogs not yet ready for this level, but
many of the tracks were really first class,
both accurate and enthusiastic, with great
article recovery. Squares were, on the
whole, less good, and a number of dogs
seemed to lack motivation; mouthing and
dropping were somewhat in evidence, with
a few notable exceptions, and only 3 dogs

Also Qualified
Alan Ballinger with DUSTER'S RAGAMUFFIN, WSD, B.N/w 98.5 / 30 / 29
Total
203
Yvonne Fearon and LAETARE BREAK
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difficulties of finding a large quantity of
fields of the same character in reasonable
proximity. And thank you to all the
helpers, but especially to the TD tracklayers, who like everyone to get round, and
quite simply didn’t enjoy seeing people
fail their tracks.
CHRISTINE BROOKS

DANCER, BC, D.
N/w 94 / 30 / 29 Total
203
Sheila Williams and WAGGERLAND
BRIG, BC,D.
N/w 96 / 20 / 28 Total
189
Fran Atkin with BRONFYNNON BRECON, WSD, D. N/w 94 / 20 / 17 Total
179.5

* * * * * *

STAKE: CD

SURREY D.T.S
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL

Judge: PENNY BELLIS
Steward: Gill McGregor

21st and 22nd April 2006
Okewood Hill Village Hall, Nr. Ockley,
Surrey.

Grateful thanks to Surrey Dog Training
Society for this invitation to judge the
Companion
Dog
Stake
at
the
Championship Trial held at Ockley in
April 2006. Also thank you to Gill
McGregor who is an excellent Steward and
to Colin Harrison and Stan Ford for their
assistance and support with the stake.
Thank you to everyone who contributed to
the success of my stake, particularly the
base team who created the famous lunches
this year.

TRIAL MANAGER’S REPORT

My apologies to those of you who came
expecting Surrey’s lush grass and got a
shock. The coldest spring days since 1986
(one of only four such years since the mid
19C) meant patchier fields and problems
with moving stock and fertilising which
we normally don’t have. Nevertheless, the
barer fields produced qualifiers - with
tracks good enough to make one ask what
was the problem! - and some of the betterlooking fields produced more than one
failure -including that worked by the winner. And with enough qualifiers still to
give me writer’s cramp at the end, I think
the response of some was quite out of proportion. (A state of mind which the committee were not likely to fall into with the
sad knowledge of the death of the cowman’s wife on the first day of the trial.)
This is a hobby, and a failure to track is not
a matter of life and death.
Thank you to those of you- thankfully the
majority- who can accept the chance element of trials and indeed understand the

I was treated to a lovely weekend in
Surrey. I stayed with Liz DeUnger in her
fabulous Victorian Schoolhouse and
enjoyed her terrific cooking with Alison
and Margaret for company too. Great
party, thank you Liz.
There were 8 entries on Friday and 21 on
Saturday. The weather was pleasant, the
wind light and ground pasture land.
Articles were a 1 x 2” piece of felt, wooden peg and metal teaspoon. A few of the
dogs were put off by the metal, either
avoiding it or treating it gingerly and losing marks for dropping it. In both the nosework and the heelwork some of the dogs
found the grass so tasty that this affected
19

the quality of their work and thus the
marks. The sendaway, which was 70
metres downhill to a boundary fence with
cross poles was invariably well done.
Heelwork, despite the fact that my test was
simple and short was not particularly well
done in general.

TRAVIS Lab (D). Q CD only. Total 73.
Search 17.5, Ret 6, Control 45, Agility14.5
Well done to you all.
UD STAKE
Judge: LAUREN MARLOW
Tracklayers: Stan Ford, Barbara Ottley,
Bob Burns, Liz de Unger, Yvette Pitt
Search Steward: Sue Henderson, Control
Steward: Beryl Kimberley

Congratulations to those who qualified and
to those who didn’t, do a bit of work and
then have another go. No one was far off
the required standard.

Thank you to Surrey DTS for inviting me to
judge the UD stake.

1st
Vicky Wilford and RIACAUD
ULRIC DE PICORS (PyrSD (D). Q Ex 91
Total. 18 search, 9.5 Ret, 47 Control and
16.5 Agility. Skooter is a happy willing
worker.
2nd
Joan Bunce and CRANHAM

Many thanks to my tracklayers and stewards
for giving your time; the high success rate for
competitors is testament to the fact that you
all did an excellent job.
Thank you too, to the base helpers, notably
Dorothy Bowen, for the delicious lunches,
and to Christine Brooks, trial Manager, for
shooing us out on time & keeping everything
running smoothly. Thank you to Stan Ford
for obtaining the land (pasture), shepherding
us round the fields, and setting out the jumps
in the control field.

NAVIGATOR OF MEZZSCOO GSD (D).
Q Ex 90.5 Total. 18 Search, 10 retrieve,
47.5 Control and 15 agility. Nice work.
Wendy Donaldson and SHEP3rd
ALIAN PILLOW TALK GSD ASD (B). Q
Ex 89 Total. Search 19.5, Ret 9, Control
43, Agility 17.5. Well done
4th
John Reynolds and LAST

We were blessed with good weather, just
some light showers. It was a joy to be in the
lovely Surrey countryside at this time, the
hedgerows and woods were sprinkled with
spring flowers.

CHANCE KELLY GSD (B). Q Ex 88.5
Total. Search 18, Ret 9, Control 46.5,
Agility 15. Nice steady work.
Also Qualified:
Pat McMaster and KRISTAL MIGHTY
Xbrd (B). Q Ex. Total 85. Search 12.5, Ret
9.5, Control 43, Agility 20.
June Coutts and HORSEDROVE HENRY
UDex. Lab (D). Q Ex. Total 85. Search 16,
Ret 8, Control 46.5, Agility 14.5
Dave Bunce and WOLF TRAIL BLAZER
OF MEZZSCOO GSD (D). Q Ex. Total
82. Search 14, Sq 7, Control 47, Agility 14.
Sue Redshaw and MEADOWMILL

16 entered, 11 ran, 7 qualified. The standard
of work was good throughout, the non-qualifiers just unlucky on this occasion.
Just one stern word before the results: only
slip leads, slip chains or smooth collars may
be used on the dog when competing, nothing
else.
1st. Lynne Liney with HORNAGE COPSE
LAD, WSD, D, 194.5. Q Ex.
20

Society for the invitation to judge the TD
stake at their championship trial. Trials
Manager Christine Brooks organised a very
well run and happy event. There seemed to
be so many willing and smiling helpers,
which was very refreshing. As a society you
are very lucky in this respect. I was made to
feel very welcome and had a most enjoyable
week. This was made even more enjoyable
thanks to Beryl Kimberly and her helpers in
the kitchen and to Dorothy and John Bowen
who provided a wonderful lunch every day
for helpers and judges.
Special thanks to Sally Baker my search
steward for the four nosework days, Sally
must rank among the best for search stewards, very consistent, thorough, did not put a
foot wrong all week and very good company,
thanks again Sally.
Caroline Ashford, my control steward, did an
excellent job taking the competitors very
efficiently and consistently through the
round, and competing very favourably with
the noise of the low flying aircraft coming in
overhead. I don’t know what Caroline does
in real life but I bet she gets attention. Thank
you Caroline.
Tracklayers Tessa Shoolbred (who laid all of
the early morning tracks 5.30 am start!)
Caroline Ashford, Cathy Dench, Maggie
Richardson, Ron Davies, Bert Reynolds, and
John Reynolds. A very experienced team
who gave me every confidence that all tracks
were laid as I wanted them. You are a great
bunch. On behalf of the competitors and
myself thank you for your efforts.
Traditionally Surrey has quite a large entry,
and usually many qualifiers due to the good
tracking conditions. Of the seventy entries
sixty-one tracked and at the end of the four
nosework days there were twenty-four qualifiers which was not quite what I expected.
The weather over the four nosework days
was fit for purpose with no bad days.
Tracking was all on grass and varied from
nice to lush in the morning, to new sewn, set
aside and sheep grazed in the afternoon. The

The mark speaks for itself: excellent work
throughout from this keen but sensible dog.
He's an 'FDU'- where do you find them?!
Congratulations on a well-deserved win.
2nd: S. Zachheim, TIMBA OF HARDY
VICTORY, X-breed, D, handled by Sue
Drake. 187.5. Q Ex.
(An attractive cross- maybe Goldie/GSDwhich sadly lost an eye as a pup). An excellent track, dropped a few marks on the
square, and declined the long jump, but very
nice work, well handled.
3rd Jacqui Gibney with BRYN HEULOG
AP BRECON, Wsh SD, D, 183 Q Ex.
Very keen nosework, then just dropped a few
marks on heelwork & sendaway.
4th Steve Liney with GEMSTONE EASTER WISH, X-breed, B. 178 Q Ex.
Another little cracker from the Liney household. Bit light on articles today, but nice control. I see you've been doing some winning
lately- kept that quiet, didn't you!
Well done to those also qualifying UD Ex:
Nicky Prescott with DUNNSLAYNE
DASHA, WSD, B. 177.5 Q Ex.
Rita Banfather with STARCO MY GUY OF
BANNERSWAY, GSD, D, 175 Q Ex.
Hilary Mercer with HERCWOOD ELDERBERRY, Lab, B. 164.5 Q Ex.
STAKE TD

Judge: ROGER SHRIMPTON
Tracklayers: Caroline Ashford, Cathy
Dench, Maggie Richardson, Tessa
Shoolbred, Ron Davies, Bert Reynolds,
John Reynolds.
Search Steward: Sally Baker
C&A Steward: Caroline Ashford.
I would like to thank Surrey Dog Training
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1st
Gary Atkins and WT. Ch. CAFCOLL RON B.C. Qual with 212.5 marks.
Track 96 arts 30 search 34 control 32.5 agility 20. Well done Gary and Ron. Tracked on
Friday morning on what had seemed a difficult piece of land, three off the track followed by four out of the square in no time at
all, consolidated by one of the best control
rounds, what can you say, seems they can’t
go wrong at the moment. A well deserved
first place. Good luck at the K.C.s.
2nd
Dave Marchant and WAGGER-

thirty-one morning competitors produced
twenty nosework qualifiers. The thirty afternoon competitors, four qualifiers. Some good
teams went home disappointed. It’s called
luck of the draw! In saying this none of the
fields looked untrackable, and two of the first
four placings tracked in the afternoon.

LAND MURPHY WSD. Qual with 211.5
marks. Track 98 arts 30 search 33 control
30.5 agility 20. Came so close to that 2nd
ticket. A very exciting and talented young
dog losing only the odd mark due mainly to
enthusiasm. You handle him very well Dave.
No doubt a team with a great future. Well
done.
3rd
Alan Ballinger and WAGGERThe control and agility day was fine and
sunny, the round started with the speak exercise which consisted of the dog left at the
side of a barn with the handler out of sight
around the corner, this caused no problems
for the majority. Heelwork followed the standard of which was mixed. Then the sendaway which was 140 paces out to a branch in
the middle of the field, then redirect left to a
water trough in the hedge slightly forward of
the sendaway point. All pretty straight forward you would think, but it caused problems for some teams. The marks varied from
0 to 9.5. two teams were lost in the control
round. Agility was generally of a good standard but losing two teams. One dog moved in
the stays. Giving a grand total of nineteen
qualifiers at the end of five days.

LAND SCRUFF WSD. Qual with 206.5
marks. Track 96 arts 30 search 30.5 control
30 agility 20. Lovely track on one of the
fields with little growth this team had no real
problems and worked very well throughout
and fully deserved their placing. Well done.
4th
Margaret Robinson and WT. Ch.
TYTRI LACE OF TRENTVALLEY BC.
Qual with 205 marks. Track 96.5 arts 30
search 28 control 30.5 agility 20. the only
dog to get round on this piece of land, and
make it look easy. Margaret’s handling and
understanding of her dog is something to
watch. Well done.

Also qualifying TDex;
Judy Meeking and WITHYLINCH MURR
AT WINDLEBROOK Lab. Qual 201 marks.
Track 94 arts 30 search 26 control 32 agility
19
Alison Tohme and FURSDON TWYLYTE
TRAMONTANO Wiem. Qual 200 marks.
Track 97 arts 30 search 24 control 29 agility
20

Track articles were; wood 0.1875” dia. x 2.5”
lg. cord 0.1875 dia x 3” lg. and carpet underfelt 0.5” x 1.5”
Search articles: metal chain 2” lg, carpet 1”
sq. plastic covered wire 0.125” dia x 2” lg.
wood 0.5” x 1.5” lg.
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MIDLAND COUNTIES GSD
ASSOCIATION
OPEN TRIAL

Julie Atkins and OUR DUG BC. Qual 199
marks. Track 96.5 arts 30 search 20 control
32.5 agility 20
Anne Clarke and TARNEDGE SOLAR Lab.
Qual 198.5 marks. Track 94.5 arts 30 search
27 control 27 agility 20
Geof Mayes and RUNFOLD TEMPEST AT
OBERAN WSD. Qual 197.5 marks. Track 94
arts 20 search 31 control 32.5 agility 20
Mick Tustain and JOTUMHEIM VIP. Mal.
Qual 195 marks. Track 95.5 arts 20 search 26
control 33.5 agility 20
Maureen Regan and KENMILLONE FRASER GSD. Qual 194 marks. Track 96 arts 20
search 33 control 25 agility 20
Sheron Perez and KAY LAREN WSD. Qual
193 marks. Track 94 arts 30 search 22.5 control 26.5 agility 20
Tony Lockyer and HARTSHILL NUTMEG
WSD. Qual 192 marks. Track 85 arts 30
search 34 control 28 agility 15
Eric Nicholls and TYTRI NIKKI BC. Qual
188 marks. Track 92.5 arts 15 search 32 control 28.5 agility 20
John Wykes and FLYNNTASTIC RED JAFF
BC. Qual 188 marks. Track 98 arts 30 search
20 control 25 agility 15
Tony Lockyer and LITTLE TAKA OF
HARTSHILL GSD. Qual 187.5 track 96.5
arts 20 search 27 control 29 agility 15
Jean Howells and GLENALPINE JED BC.
Qual 184 marks. Track 90 arts 30 search 19
control 31 agility 14
Val Upton and JAXBERRY JOE BC. Qual
177.5 marks. Track 96.5 arts 20 search 15.5
control 25.5 agility 20

29th April – 2nd May 2005
Walesby, Nottinghamshire.
TRIAL MANAGER'S REPORT
The April trial was small, only 54 competitors. The base was set up and the fields
marked out on the Friday. Bob and Sue
Carter arrived and saw to our catering needs
in style over the next days. The base was
well run by Wendy Magyar and Jan Darby.
PD judge Mick Tustain and steward Lauren
did the nosework and C & A on the Saturday,
and the Patrol on Sunday. Steve Lancashire
and Tom Davies ran criminal with Garry
Talbot and Nigel Hines, who tracklaid the
previous day.
WD nosework was judged by Liz dc Unger,
her steward was Margaret Robinson. Stevi
Boyall judged UD nosework, with Robert
Currie stewarding. David Waite and Andy
Fox tracklaid for UD, Tom Darby and Dave
Marchant for WD. CD judge was Maeve
Weselby, and she also judged C & A for UD
and WD, and her steward was John Weselby.
All stakes went well, due to the high standard
of the judges and helpers. Andy Magyar and
Linda Newbold helped keep things running
smoothly at all times.
Many thanks to the competitors, also to the
farmers, the Fishers, the Cloughs, Mr Banks
and Mr Price. My thanks also to the judges,
and all who helped in any way.

Qualified TD only:
Val Isherwood and KINGSLODGE RIFF
RAFF RIFFKA WSD. Qual 171.5 marks.
Track 94 arts 20 search 17 control 25 agility
15.5.

R W MARTIN
STAKE: CD

Judge: MAEVE WESELBY
Steward: John Weselby

* * * * * *

I wish to thank the Association for inviting
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The sendaway was to a pole with an orange
flag on top, 100 yards away. All I wanted to
see was the dogs running out confidently in a
straight line. Nearly all the dogs achieved
half marks and the more experienced, the
maximum.

me to judge CD Open at Walesby. I would
also like to thank Robert Martin, Trials
Manager, and his team at base for a well
organised trial. Sue and Bob's catering was
excellent and kept everybody well fed and
watered.
The weather was kind to us, a little cold in
the mornings, but we even saw the sun in the
afternoons.
Thanks to all the competitors for entering
under me. Unfortunately the jumps took
their toll, especially with the young dogs.
Heelwork was not brilliant, but I think some
of this was down to the long grass.

WD Control and Agility

1st
P Parkinson with CARISHILL
HYACINTH, G/R, 184.5, Q.
2nd I Seymour with OAKENHEART
DARK AFFAIR, GSD, 182, Q.
3rd
N Rees with TRIJEM ICENI
WREAK HAVOC, ASD, 178.5, Q.
4th M Cammidge with WAGGERLAND
SAM, WSD, 176, Q.
Also qualifying:
K Peyton with GLENALPINE SOLOMAN, BC, 175.5, Q.
S Hughes with DALEWOOD URSA
MAJOR, OES, 173, Q.
S Scott with TELL TALE TACO, BSD,
171.5, Q.
S Liney with GEMSTONE EASTER
WISH, X-breed, 171, Q.
I Nicholl with GAMEPOINT GO AND
GO, Weim, 165, Q.

1st
S Shearsmith with MINTERBURN
HOBBY HAWK, Lab, 85.5, NQ.
2nd
A Hurst with TOUCH WOODY,
WSD, 85, NQ.
3rd
D Cutler with CALLISAE MYTEE
MAJESTIC, Weim, 65, NQ.
4th
D Boland with CONCENN XCALIBUR, GSD, 57.5, NQ.
Unfortunately there were no qualifiers. Keep
trying, you will get there.
WD & UD CONTROL AND AGILITY

Judge: MAEVE WESELBY
Steward: John Weselby

In my opinion, the overall standard of control and agility in both UD and WD Stakes
was disappointing. This particularly
applied to the heelwork and jumps, but
was probably due to the length of the grass.

UD Control & Agility

1st S Redshaw with MEADOWMILL
TRAVIS, Lab, 184, Q.
2nd K Peyton with JHAVA RUFINA, Rott,
183, Q.
3rd G Harding with THERE'S A KINDA
HUSH, Rott, 182, Q.
4th R Shropshire with STYPERSON OLIVER, Lab, 172.5, Q.
Also qualifying:
A Salisbury with DUNNSLAYNE DAZZLING QUEEN, WSD, 169, Q
J Miller with FOXFODL CO-ALITION,
GSD/WS, 167, Q.

STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: ANDREW FOX
Steward: Lee Fox
Tracklayers: Sheila Tannert and Stevie
Boyall
Firstly I must apologise for this report being
so late. The first copy was sent at the end of
May 05 and never arrived.
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1st P Parkinson with CARISHILL
HYACINTH, GR, (B), Q, 184.5, 87/20/20.
An excellent track from a lovely young dog
with a great attitude. Well done.
2nd I Seymour with OAKENHEART
DARK AFFAIR, GSD, (B), Q, 182,
87/20/36. A steady, accurate track. Well
done.
3rd N Rees with TRIJEM ICENI
WREAK HAVOC, ASD, (D), Q, 178 .5 ,
82/20/31. One of the few dogs to find 4
square articles. Well done.
4th M Cammidge with WAGGERLAND
SAM, Q, 176, 88/20/18. Another excellent
track from a keen dog. Well done.
Also qualifying:
K Peyton with GLENALPINE SOLOMAN,
BC, (D), 175.5, Q.
S Hughes with DALEWOOD URSA
MAJOR, OES, (D), 173, Q.
S Scott with TELL TALE TACO, BSD, (D),
171.5, Q.
S Liney with GEMSTONE EASTER
WISH, X-breed, (B), 171, Q.
I Nicholl with GAMEPOINT GO AND GO,
Weim, (D), 165, Q.

A big thank you to M.C.G.S.D.A. for the
invitation to judge the U.D. nosework.
Thanks also to Andy and Wendy for all their
help before and during the trial. Thanks also
to Sheila and Stevie for their excellent tracklaying. A big thank you to Lee for laying all
the squares.
1st
Susan Hughes’ OES DALEWOOD
URSA MAJOR. Nice to see an unusual breed
making the track look so easy. Track 88 + 2
articles, search sq. 35. Good luck for the
future.
2nd
M & S Lewindon’s GSD SORIMOUR LET’S BOOGIE AT BRACOKELI.
3rd
Jane Hedges Flat Coated Retriever
TREVORSILK INDIAN QUEEN. Well
done Jane a super track and square. All the
best for the future. Track 89 + 2 articles,
search sq. 35.
4th
Alice Witty’s GSD ANPO GABY.
A pleasure to judge this team, a near perfect
track and full mark square. Track 89.5 + 2
articles, search square 35.
STAKE: WD NOSEWORK

* * * * * *

Judge: ELIZABETH DE UNGER
Tracklayers: Tom Darby, Dave
Marchant
Steward: Margaret Robinson

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR GERMAN
SHEPHERD DOGS
Flintham
15th-17thApril 2005

Thank you to Midland Counties for inviting
me to judge the WD nosework, to Robert
Martin and his team at base, Bob and Susan
Carter for the catering, and my excellent
steward and tracklayers.
We saw some good tracks on well grown
corn, but most of the dogs found the square
difficult. Track articles were a 3" x 1.25"
piece of rubber and a 3" x .75" piece of
leather. Square articles were a 3.75" piece of
hose, a metal lead clip, a 4.5 " piece of rope
and a lolly stick.
22 entered, 20 ran, 9 qualified.

Trial Manager’s Report
This was a super trial to run and I would like
to thank Mr Hildyard for the use of his land
all the tracks were done on land belonging to
him. John Warrior, his farm manager, was
just wonderful working round us. Thank you
John (& Lis Warrior), without her I would
have had a lot more work to do. Whatever
you ask Lis to do you know it will be done.
Thanks also to, David Waite, for all the hours
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he spent sorting all the entries and producing
the catalogue.
Thanks go also to Jan Darby for running the
base in her usual efficient way Thank you
also to Stevi for collating the scores. To my
tracklayers in PD David Waite and Andy Fox
in WD Tom Darby and Robert Currie. Thank
you for giving up your time it was very much
appreciated.

gaining your CD Ex. Thank you all for entering under me. I hope you enjoyed your day as
much as me.
1st
K. Ingham with RUSKATH OTHENTIC IMAGE WSD on 94.5 points.
J. Beverly with TRAJAN JAFFA
2nd
WSD on 93 points.
C. Bourne with FLAME OF THE
3rd
FOREST WSD on 92 points.
4th
D. Matthews with JANDOURAGS

My judges were a pleasure to be with during
the trial and I hope they enjoyed themselves.
Thank you to the criminals/helpers without
there help and support there would have been
no trial. All I had to do was phone Steve
Lancashire and all the criminals were sorted
out he’s a trials managers dream
Bob and Sue Carter for keeping us all fed and
watered and the super Fish and Chip supper
on Friday evening. Thank You.

LADY KIZZY WSD on 89 points.
Also qualifying CDex;
A. Hurst with TOUCH WOODY WSD on
86.5 points.
H. Mercer with STARDELL INDI BC on
81.5 points.
CD only;
M. Regan with STARDELL HEBE BC on
78.5 points.

Good Luck at the KCC to Dave Marchant the
winner of our Ticket

SHEILA TANNERT

WORKING TRIALS
MONTHLY

STAKE: CD

Judge: JOAN SNOWDEN
Steward: Malc Snowden

Subscription Rates: 12 Months £40.00:
6 Months £22.50: 3 months £12.00
Advertising Rates Black and White:Full Page: £56
Half Page £31 Quarter Page £19
Colour: Full Page: £99.00 Half Page
£55.00 Quarter Page £33.00

Thanks to BAGSD for the invitation to judge
the CD stake, to Sheila and her team for running the trial. Thanks Bob and Sue the good
old Chuck Wagon was here. Malc thank you
for stewarding for me and keeping the competitors at ease.
There were 19 entries in the CD. 14 ran with
6 qualifying Ex. and 1 CD only. As most of
you would expect the standard varied but
mostly it was very good. Some dogs seemed
to need a little bit more work in the square
and the jumps saw points lost. The control
round was mostly very good. Well done to
everyone who qualified and those who didn’t, a little bit more experience will see you

All advertising must be pre-paid
W.T. Societies: One half page Black and
White Ad per trial held free of charge.
Copy must be received by 5th. monthly
for inclusion in the
following month’s magazine.

WTM PUBLISHING

Hollybush Farm,Poundhurst Road, Ruckinge
Kent, TN26 2PQ

Tel.: +44 (0)1233 733322

email: info@workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk
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TRAINING DAYS
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SUNDAY AUGUST 13TH 2006
TRACKLAYING DAY WITH BARRY HARVEY
Improve your dog’s tracking by becoming a better tracklayer.
at Hollybush Farm, Ruckinge, Asford. Kent.

B
y
l
ul

F For further info contact Mark Skillin on

01233 733322 or email mark@workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk
3RD SEPTEMBER 2006
ONE DAY CD AND UD MOCK TRIAL
Held at Holmbush Farm, Nr Crawley. West Sussex.
For further information contact Ann Wright on 01268 416028
FEES: £5.00 MEMBERS £10.00 NON MEMBERS

WORKING SHEEPDOG PUPPIES
Sire: WT. Ch Waggerland Mister Jake CDex-TDex PDex
Dam: Papplewick Megan (from Working Sheep Stock)

*
*
*
*
*
*

Both parents from Excellent working lines
Lovely Temperament
Both Parents can be seen
Born: 02/07/2006
4 Dogs 4 Bitches
1 Blue Merl and 7 Black and Whites

ALL STRONG LIVELY PUPS AND WILL MAKE EXCELLENT WORKING DOGS.
Contact Denise on :
or Dave Marchant on:

Tel:
Mob:
Mob:
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0115 9521030
07790166134
07866092939

EAST ANGLIAN WTTS
OPEN TRIAL
20th-24th September 2006
at: Waterloo Kennels, St. Clements.
Judges:

P.D.
W.D.
U.D.
C.D.

Lee Payne
Chris Stewart
Paula Jaques
Penny Bellis

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £16.00 CD Stake £12.00
(£1.00 reduction for paid up members)

ENTRIES RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 29TH AUGUST 2006
Schedules from, entries with fees to;
Mrs Sandra Dearing, Waterloo Farm Boarding Kennels, Waterloo Road, Terrington, St.
Clements, Kings Lynn. Norfolk PE34 4PS.
Tel: 01553 828243
(Please enclose SAE)

PORTLAND DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Saturday 21st...and Sunday 22nd..October 2006
At: Waterston Ridge, Dorchester Dorset
Judges

U.D. Nosework
U.D. Control & Agility
C.D. Stake
Veteran

....
....
....

John West
John Hines
John Hines
Robin Palmer

CD Stake/Veteran Non Members £12 Members £10
UD Stake Non Members £14 Members £12
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 22ND. SEPTEMBER 2006

Schedules from/Entries to: Ms. Pat Middleton-Smith (Trials Manager)
Applegate Waterston Ridge Dorchester Dorset DT2 7SL
01305-264422 / 07831-457860
(Please enclose SAE)
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KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS
HOSTED BY NORTH WEST WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
Lower Withington Parish Hall, Knutsford
On Thursday 19th Friday 20th and Saturday 21st October 2006
Thursday 19th
Friday 20th
Saturday 21st

TD Tracking followed by supper at The Red Lion
TD and PD Tracking followed by an evening
Ceilidh and Hog-Roast in the Parish Hall
TD and PD C/A and PD Patrol work followed by:PRESENTATION DINNER
at
Ye Olde Vicarage Hotel, Cranage, Holmes Chapel.
Information and tickets now available from:-

Jenny M.Holt, Trials Manager,
South View, Hutton Roof, Carnforth, Lancs LA6 2PF
Tel: 01524 271584
Mobile 07774972906
E-mail:- huttonroofholt@tiscali.co.uk
Ceilidh and Hog-Roast £12 per ticket
Presentation Dinner £20 per ticket
Complimentary tickets will be available to competitors.
Accommodation and camping information available on request.
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YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Finishing on 10th SEPTEMBER 2006
RUFFORTH SPORTS CLUB, RUFFORTH
NORTH YORKSHIRE
Judges:

Working Dog Nosework
Utility Dog Nosework
CD Stake/ Control & Agility

Lorraine Wilson
Sheila Margreaves
Wendy Craven

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £15.00 CD Stake £11.00
(£2.00 reduction for paid up members)

ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WEDNESDAY 16TH AUGUST 2006
Schedules from/Entries with Fees/SAE to: Catherine Chadwick, 19 Willow
Grove, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 0AH. Tel: 01924262392

SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
5th - 7th October 2006
At Abinger Sports and Cricket Club, Abinger Hammer, Surrey
Judges:

PD Stake
Mick Tustian
WD Stake
Richard Cornwell
CD Stake
Sally Bergh-Roose
(WD all work in one day)

Entry fees: Tracking Stakes £17.00 [Members £15.00] Senior Citizen Reduction £1.00
CD Stake £10.00

ENTRIES RECEIVED BY MONDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER 2006
Schedules from, entries with fees to;
Trials Manager, Gill MacGregor, 3 Poundgate Cottages, Poundgate, Nr. Uckfield, East
Sussex. TN22 4DE. (Please enclose SAE)
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AVON WORKING TRIALS TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
Felton Village Hall, Nr. Bristol
6th - 8th October 2006
Judges

TD Nosework
UD Nosework
TD & UD C&A
CD Stake

John West
Alan Ballinger
Mike Snow
Marjorie Lee

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £16.00 CD Stake £12.00
(£1.00 reduction for paid up members)
Refreshments will be available all day at the base.
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SATURDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER 2006.
Entries to/Schedules from: Mrs J. Clark, Windwhistle Cottage, Wild Country Lane, Barrow
Gurney, Nr. Somerset. BS48 3SE.
Please include S.A.E.

POOLE AND DISTRICT
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Red Shoot Camping Park Linwood in the New Forest
September 25th - 30th 2006
Judges

TD
WD
UD
CD

Jean Howells
Norma Ansell
Charlie Taylor
Anne Bussey

Entries Fees: Tracking stakes £16.00 CD £13.00
Members £1 reduction

ENTRIES MUST BE RECIEVED BY AUGUST 28TH 2006
Schedules from Entries to Melvin Drewitt, 35 Glenwood Rd Verwood, Dorset BH31 6HU
01202 827247
Please include S.A.E.
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LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
On: 13th - 19th November 2006
At: Pailton, Warwickshire
Judges

TD
WD
CD

Frances Ball
Lé Newman
Colin Ball

Entry Fees: TD & WD £17.00: CD £12.00
Members: TD & WD £14.00: CD £8.00
Trials Manager: Zoe Finlay Tel 01455 635286 or 07971 276315
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 9TH OCTOBER 2006
Schedules from/entries with fees to:
Mrs D Levin, 9 the Ryelands, Lawford Heath, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 9EN
Tel 07930 364352
(Please enclose SAE)

M.C.GS.D.A
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
12th-15th October 2006
Pond Farm, Walesby, Nr OUerton, Notts
Judges

TD
WD
UD
CD

Lol Campbell
Roger Shrimpton
Ann Clarke
Jenny Orchard

CD/UD/WD- All work in one day
CD + UD (Friday/Saturday)
WD (Thursday - Sunday)
TD (Thursday - Saturday nosework C+A Sunday)
Prior days used for all stakes if necessary

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £16 CD - £14 (£2 reduction for paid up members)
ENTRIES CLOSE: THURSDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER 2006
Schedules from: Wendy Magyar, 28 Mickledale Close, Bilsthorpe, Newark, Notts.
NG22 8QN. Tel: 01623 871092
Entries/Fees to: Garry Talbot, 31 Manor Road, Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts.
NG19 8DL. Tel: 01623 652946
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NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
On 23rd - 29th October 2006
At: Satley Village Hall, Satley, Co Durham.
Judges

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake & Veteran

Lorna Cottier
Dorothy Bowen
Suzanne Plumb
Linda Newbold

Trials Manager - Julia Findeisen Tel: 07917 718151
ENTRY FEES: Tracking Stakes £16 CD Stake £12 (Paid up members £2 reduction)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 20TH SEPTEMBER 2006.
ENTRY FORMS, FEE AND S.A.E. TO:
Mrs Carole Hall, Preston Tilery Farm, Brafferton, Darlington, Co. Durham. DL1 3LF.
Tel. 07876 403813.
(Any KC approved entry form will be accepted)

SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
Lauder, Berwickshire,
Tuesday 29th August To Sunday 3rd Spetember 2006
Judges

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake/Veteran

Nigel Hines,
Bob Russell
Jean Morley
Rachel Henderson

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN TUES 8TH AUGUST 2006.

Trial Manager Ann Bedford 01896 822619
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £15.00 CD Stake £12.00
(£2.00 reduction for paid up members)
Veteran Stake £5.00
(Open to all dogs Q. UDex or above, attained age of 7 yrs on closing date for entries and has
not competed in any Trial for 6 months prior to the trial)

Entries for the above trials, schedules and information ( please send SAE ) from the
Trials Secretary: Mrs. Lorna Cottier, 5 Hillside Gardens, Dolphinton, West Linton.
Peeblesshire EH46 7AE Telephone number 01968 682218 / 07816 485265
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ESSEX WORKING TRIAL SOCIETY - 2000
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
***** NEW VENUE*****
On
11th - 17th September 2006
at
Danbury, Chelmsford, Essex
Judges:

PD Stake
Mike Snow
WD Stake
Les Theobald
UD Stake
Margaret Robinson
CD Stake
Sheila Tannert
Veteran Stake
Les Theobald (Sunday only)
WD & UD work will be completed in one day

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £15.00 CD Stake £13 (£1 reduction for members)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SATURDAY 12TH AUGUST 2006
Schedules from / Entries with fees to:
Penny Bann, The Gate House, Crabb's Hill, Hatfield Peverel, Essex CM3 2NZ
Tel:- 01245 382661 Mobile:- 07979 605966

OPEN WORKING TRIAL
on 20th - 23th September 2006
at Nutley, East Sussex
Judges:

PD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake

Ron Davies
Sally Bergh-Roose
Carole Brookes

Entry fees:- Tracking stakes - £15.00 (£1.00 reduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 21ST AUGUST 2005
Schedules from/entries to:- The Trial Manager: Frances Webb. 58 Huggetts Lane.
Willingdon, Eastbourne. BN22 0LU
(Please enclose S.A.E.)
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President: Mrs M Welham

Chairman: Mr B Gilbert

Secretary: Mr B Harvey

ABERFORD OPEN TRIAL TD WD UD CD.
ENDING SUNDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER 2006

All work in one day
TD
UD

WD
CD & C/A

Nelson Smith
Glenys Page

TBA
Dave Todd

Trials Manager & Entries to: Mr Roy Williams, 42 Industrial Street, Horbury, Wakefield, West Yorks,
WF4 5EG

CLOSING DATE: 16TH AUGUST 2006

DUNDEE CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL TD WD UD CD.
ENDING SUNDAY 12TH NOVEMBER 2006
ALL CD, UD AND WD WORK IN ONE DAY
TD
UD

WD
CD

John Wykes
Diane Dugdale

Diane Dugdale
Stevie Braithwaite

Trials Manager & Entries to: Mr William Rae, 5 South Street, Monifieth, Dundee, DD5 4PJ

CLOSING DATE: 4TH OCTOBER 2006
ENFIELD OPEN TRIAL WD UD.
ENDING SUNDAY 10TH DECEMBER 2006

All work in one day
WD
C&A

Sally Bergh-Roose
Penny Bellis

UD

Angela Porter

Trials Manager & Entries to: Mrs Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 5LZ
CLOSING DATE: 1ST NOVEMBER 2006
SCHEDULES & INFORMATION
Trials Manager or Trials & Membership Secretary
Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, Surrey GU18 5RB. Tel: 01276 475225
(S.A.E. Please)
email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk
Entry Fees

Tracking Stakes
C.D Stake

Members £15.00 Non Members £17.00
Members £12.00 Non Members £14.00
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PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
NOSEWORK
AGILITY EQUIPMENT
COLLARS AND LEADS
TOYS AND DUMBELLS
GROOMING / KENNELS / CAGES
DOG HANDLER EQUIPMENT
BLANK FIRING GUNS
BOOKS AND VIDEOS
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SPECIALISTS

Main UK agent
for Schweikert and
Inntotek equipment.
The UK’s main
supplier of
equipment for the
professional Dog.

JOHN HUMPHRIS LTD

Shop at www.john-humphris.com

Imperial Centre, 41 Gatwick Road, Crawley, RH10 9LD
Telephone: 0870 4050550 • Fax: 0870 4050551
Email: sales@john-humphris.com

